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INXITES ACQUIRES EASY95  
INXITES STRENGTHENS ITS POSITION AS EUROPEAN MARKET LEADER IN SAP-BASED 
MANUFACTURING AND TRACEABILITY SOFTWARE "
Perk (Steenokkerzeel/Brussels), 2/24/2014 - 12:30  
 
Today Inxites SA signed an agreement for the acquisition of Ninety-Five. Ninety-Five is the company 
who developed Easy95, a software platform based on the ISA-95 standard. Easy95 offers support to 
the implementation of manufacturing, serialization and traceability projects. 
 
The acquisition fits in Inxites’ strategy to become a global leader in traceability software in the manufacturing 
and life sciences industry. Easy95 will be added to Inxites’ unique product portfolio, the Verifier Suite, and will 
be marketed under the brand name Veri95. 
 
Earlier this month Inxites has been certified by SAP for its Veri95 solution that enables rapid deployment of 
SAP MII. Worldwide Inxites is the only player certified by SAP in this area. Veri95 also has become part of 
the solution Verifier Suite, built on the modules SAP AII, SAP OER and SAP MII. 
 
To further accelerate international growth, 11 new employees were recruited last month. Earlier this year an 
office was opened in Chicago to support the US activities. 
 
Contact 
 
Chris Vermeulen" " " " " Dieter Laevers 
CEO, Inxites" " " " " " Founder, Inxites 
+32 2 254 02 51" " " " " +32 499 94 21 95  
chris.vermeulen@inxites.be" " " " dieter.laevers@inxites.be "
" " " "  
 
About Inxites""
Inxites is a fast growing company providing innovative services and solutions for serialization and traceability 
within the manufacturing and life science industries based on SAP technology. Inxites also provides a unique 
solution for serialization, traceability and anti-counterfeiting: Verifier Suite. This SAP certified add-on is built 
on SAP modules SAP AII, SAP OER and SAP MII. Inxites is part of the Naxxos group, which currently 
employs 68 highly specialized experts in the offices in Belgium, France and the United States - website: 
http://www.inxites.be
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